#LadkiHaathSeNikalJaayegi
I saw the video
on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDWAyOJsOig#LadkiHaathSeNikal
Jaayegi portraying Nanhi Kali which depicts#LadkiHaathSeNikalJaayegi to
accha hai
I have often seen and it is true in many cases in our country that, it is the boy in the family that
takes the upper hand in almost everything. Therefore, it is the Girl who sacrifice her rights and
dreams either to make way for the boy in the family, at times under pressure from the parents or
for the larger benefit of the family, be it for the right to education or other interests that she may
want to pursue. So it is always the girl who exercises the Choice to Sacrifice.
However, I now see things a little differently. It is a matter of great interest to me coz times are
changing and the girls are finally taking their own decisions, making their own choices without
having to worry about anything and being constrained by the Society. And lo and behold a time
will come when we can proudly say #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi. I can clearly see that we
are beginning a journey towards emerging as an improved and diversified society. While Nanhi
Kali talks or should talk about stories of #LadkiHaathSeNikalJaayegi,I feel we should hear more
of #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi and talk more about these stars which can serve as a ‘a
Misaal’ for the Girl Child and the new Generations, the GenZ that we call it and encourage more
of #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi
Watch this space as I put stories on #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi that I come across around
the world. Please do share your #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi stories and I will be delighted
and privileged to be the Sutradhaar (curator) of this . So let’s try for a ‘story a week’ and bring to
light these great ‘Stars’.
Mere khayal se #LadkiHaathSeNikalGayi
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to bahut bhadiya hai.

